
EBIKE RIDING INSTRUCTIONS  –  REQUIRED 
 

 
Liability and Responsibility — By renting this 
ebike, I accept full responsibility for its safe 
operation.  I agree to follow the course rules.  I 
agree that I am responsible for any damage to the 
ebike or property or person, and I agree to 
reimburse the course for any cost of repairs from 
damage that I may cause.   
 
 
 
 
Turn the battery key 
to the ON position 
which is to the right. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Press the On/Off 
button to light up the 
Display 
 
The Pedal Assist 
(PAS) will be in 0 
mode which is pedal 
only. Advance it to 
PAS-1 by pressing 
the + button once. 
You can now use 
the thumb throttle beside the right grip, and/or the 
pedals.  The motor will “assist” you.  You can 
advance the assist levels as you get used to the 
bike.  
 
The throttle is limited by the PAS setting.  In other 
words, you don’t have FULL throttle available 
unless the PAS is in the highest setting.  
 
 
 
DO NOT ride through puddles or standing water.  
 
 
Always use power and speed safely. 
 
 
 
 

 
The bike has 7 gear 
speeds.  You can 
gear down for slow 
speeds and hills, and 
gear up for longer 
rides.  
 
NEVER SHIFT 
unless you are 
pedaling. Do not shift 
while sitting, 
coasting, or throttle-only.  You must be pedaling.  
We recommend 3rd or 4th gear most of the time. 
 
 
NEVER take off with your left foot on the ground to 
avoid the bag carrier from hitting your heel 
 
 
BRAKING shuts off the power.  Use the rear (right) 
brake primarily. DO NOT use the front (left) brake 
on loose gravel.  Go slow down hills. 
 
 
Enter and exit raised cart paths at right angles.  DO 
NOT exit the right side of cart paths in such a way 
that the rear tire drops down and causes the bottom 
of the Bag Carrier to hit the path. Exiting at right 
angles will prevent that. 
 
 
Lean the Bag Carrier ALL THE WAY OUT into the 
kickstand angle every time you stop.  Do not lean it 
out partially. 
 
 
I have read every word on this page.  I agree to my 
Liability and Responsibility, and I agree to operate 
the ebike safely. 

 
________________________________ 
Signature 
 
________________________________ 
Print Name 
 
________________________________ 
Date 

 


